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“The Fountain Where the Crystal Gems are Cast”

The Serps Turn 50 at Gala February Gathering
by Evan Cooper, S’86
t was with great anticipation that I awaited
the first arrivals for the 50th anniversary of
the founding of the Alpha of Virginia in
Charlottesville. Wyck Knox, S’88, Rich Mills,
S’87, Alan Simpson, S’85 and many others had
put together a gala weekend, complete with
cocktail parties, a full conclave, a banquet dinner, and a black tie Casino Night with live jazz,
games of chance and edible goldfish. Looking
back, I have to say my only regret is that I
didn’t get to sample the goldfish! But the
outstanding turnout, abundant brotherly love,
and the overall splendiferousness of the
occasion more than made up for that.
I had been in contact with brothers from
New Orleans, San Francisco, New York, Grand
Rapids and many parts in between, and was
amazed as the count for the weekend grew
upwards of 250 attendees. That’s more than
one-third of all brothers ever initiated at the
Virginia chapter! Brothers came from as far as
Japan (Ben Dooley, S’97) and Switzerland
(Dan Rose, S’91) as well, and there were brothers coming that I hadn’t seen in a decade or
longer.
But the amazing statistic was the number
of folks coming that I had seen within the last
year, even though they live all over the country.
Seems that no matter where our lives lead, or
what Fortuna’s Wheel throws at us, we always
find ways to stay in touch and see each other
on a fairly regular basis. I guess that speaks volumes about the type of man that is a Sigma
Phi, and why so many of us flocked to its
fount in Charlottesville on February 28th.
Several brothers who are very close friends
were going through tumultuous personal times;
two were in the midst of divorce and another
had a sister battling the final stages of cancer.
So I planned to spend quality time with these
brothers, commiserate in whatever ways possible, and provide a pleasant, Sigly distraction to
their tough times for the weekend.
The weekend kicked off for me on
Thursday night with some early arrivals gathering in the Pickin’ Shack, a dilapidated green
shed behind my house in Charlottesville where
a number of us play bluegrass music once a
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Evan Cooper, S’86 (left) and John Wells, I’87 (right) look very proprietary indeed
during the February 28 Banquet at UVA’s elegant Alumni Hall.

week and enjoy various corn, hops and pork
products. Laurent LeBien, S’81, Wyck Knox,
Rich Mills, and Jim Cole, S’97, and Sterling
Alexander, S’88, had all come down early and
joined our usual lineup of Pres Nowlin, S’83
(banjo), Galen Warren, S’90 (guitar), Dave
Azzam, S’00 (mandolin), Scott Gillespie, S’92
(guitar), Brian Justice, S’86 (mandolin), and
John Lewis, S’83 (Kentar). Everyone joined in
on choruses of I’ve Been All Around This World,
In The Shadow of Clinch Mountain (which is
the origin of the quotation above), and Will
The Circle Be Unbroken. In these exuberant
moments, it seemed like some of our collective
worldly baggage was starting to slide from our
shoulders!
From there, things gathered speed quickly.
We moved swiftly from a Friday afternoon
drive in the country (joined by John Wells,
I’87, all the way from SF), to cocktails on the
Platinum Porch, to dinner on the town where
we tried to revive the old Virginian “fish bowl”
to its glory days, to a packed conclave back at
the house with Sigs from S’54 to the present.
We filed in in initiation year order, and no one
younger than S’91 was able to actually set foot
in the room! Supreme Happiness was packed,
the 3rd floor landing was packed, and brothers
were spilling down the stairway.
I don’t know what time that evening

ended (capped off by a late night Setback
match with Dean Smith, S’82, Kent Allen,
S’86, and Carter Cornick, S’81, in their hotel
room) but I do know that the board meeting
in the Dome Room of the Rotunda Saturday
morning was pretty blurry.
And that’s where another piece of good
new was announced: Alan Simpson reported
that the S-50 Capital Campaign (designed to
retire the mortgage on the house at 163 Rugby
Road and establish a fund for future capital
improvements) had already raised over
$50,000, one-fourth of the overall goal of
$200,000. But the news got better; by the end
of the weekend, another $108,000 was raised,
culminating in a furious round of challenge
bidding during the Gala banquet at Alumni
Hall.
I’m afraid Casino Night was a bit blurry
as well, and it wrapped up rather late. I must
have talked to 70+ brothers and their dates,
and every time I turned around there was
someone else to catch up with. It was an outstanding Sig event. We enjoyed an astronomical turnout. But – most obviously and importantly of all – our anniversary event in
Charlottesville underscored the heartwarming
fact that Sigma Phi has caused us to build an
outstanding, lifelong circle of friends.
Esto!
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Message from the Chairman
by Jim Jenkins, S’58
n 1999, the leadership of the Society
decided to transfer many responsibilities
formerly handled by our National
Secretary to an outside agency. First, Stewart
Howe Alumni Service was employed. Later,
such administration was transferred to Gilchrist
Alumni Management Associates (GAMA).
GAMA now handles many administrative tasks
such as database maintenance, financial record
keeping, compiling reports, and publishing and
mailing this newsletter. In addition, GAMA is
a source of helpful information regarding good
operating practices of other fraternities which
may benefit our Society. With this circa-1999
change, the former paid position of a traveling
National Secretary was made wholly voluntary.
It is now very clear that, with a strictly
volunteer National Secretary, we experienced a
dimunition in the support and guidance formerly provided by the National to our chapters
and their individual members. It simply was
too much to expect that a volunteer officer
would have the time, no matter how dedicated
an individual, to travel to all Sig chapters on a
regular basis to meet with undergraduates and
provide support, counseling, and training.
However, it is essential that this work be done
if we are to expect our chapters to be consistently strong, much less leaders, at their respective academic institutions. In addition, an
effective National Secretary will be essential if
we are to have the resources to expand beyond
our present small constellation of chapters.
I am, therefore, very happy to announce
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that the Executive Committee of the Society
composed of your Officers has authorized the
re-establishment of a traveling paid National
Secretary. Most importantly, Scott A. McCrae,
V’82, who brings strong Sig values and proven
leadership abilities, has accepted this position.
While still commissioning GAMA to handle
certain administrative duties as described
above, we are confident that establishing again
a retained office of National Secretary is a
sound move that will greatly benefit Sig chapters and the Society as a whole. I’m confident
this change will have an impact that you and
all alumni and actives will see. I earnestly hope
you’ll lend support through your annual contributions of dues and other gifts. I look forward to reporting next year on the effectiveness
of this change.
As always, I want to conclude by reminding you that a dues notice and response envelope have been included for your use to support our collective efforts on behalf of Sigma

Jim Jenkins, S’58

Phi. In a world of much change and turmoil,
this Society - as a sanctuary which spawns
enduring friendships - is a worthy endeavor for
our continued loyalty. Please send your dues
today and, if possible, consider a gift above and
beyond the standard dues formula.
For the entire Sigma Phi Brotherhood, I
thank you for your support. ■

Sigma Phi
The Sigma Phi Society publishes the Sigma
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inquiries, suggestions, photos and changes of
address to Sigma Phi National Headquarters,
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Pickin’ Shack Sig quintet holds forth!

Kudos & Thanks…
…to the following Sigs for their articles, information or
suggestions supporting this issue of the Flame: Evan Cooper,
S’86, Dell Hutchinson, I’71, Jim Jenkins, S’58, Scott McCrae,
V’82, Plinio Montalavan, M’88, Brian Roche, U’97, Eric
Sharfstein, U’93, Alvar Soosar, S’96 & Mike Sussman, H’02.
Issue after issue, we solicit Sig perspectives, and every one
that we publish improves the periodical in which it appears!
Contact co-editor Alvar Soosar with your feedback and/or
suggestions (e-mail: alvar@alumni.virginia.edu).
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Easement Facilitates Tax Deductible Contributions
by Dell Hutchinson, I’71 (tbhdad@pacbell.net)

he Alpha of California has undertaken
a fund raising campaign intended to
underwrite the significant restoration
efforts needed at the Sigma Phi Place in
Berkeley. Thanks to an Internal Revenue
Service Private Letter Ruling and an easement
that our chapter has donated to the California
Preservation Foundation, gifts to the Sigma Phi
Educational Foundation earmarked for restoration efforts in Berkeley are tax deductible to
donors. A brief history of this effort follows.
For those who are disinclined to read all
the way to the bottom of this
piece, permit me to provide the
punch line here: Donate tax
deductible funds today to the
Sigma Phi Educational
Foundation earmarked for the
Berkeley restoration effort!
The Ruling – A private
letter ruling request submitted
by the Sigma Phi Educational
Foundation (SPEF) on behalf
of the Brothers sought approval
of US federal income tax
deductibility of SPEF contributions by Sigma Phi members
earmarked to maintain and
restore the Sigma Phi Place.
This request was granted in
August, 1999, on the condition
that we grant a façade (conservation) easement to a public
charity dedicated to architectural preservation.
The idea to seek a ruling came out of
brainstorming ways to generate cash to fund
the significant maintenance and restoration
costs at Berkeley’s Sigma Phi Place. Generally
speaking, contributions by fraternity members
to maintain a fraternity house are not tax
deductible even if such contributions are made
to a public charity. However, rulings by the
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IRS (the library grant rulings) have agreed that,
in certain circumstances, a contribution to a
charity to build or maintain a library in a fraternity house could be deductible because it
met an educational purpose. Additionally, it is
well established that contributions to a charity
established to maintain a structure which is
architecturally or historically significant are tax
deductible. Both of these notions are based on
the concept that such contributions provide for
the public good.
When considering the question of tax

The Sigma Phi Place in Berkeley

deductibility, the IRS generally looks to be
sure that the public good is greater than the
private benefit provided to the owners or users
of the historic building. The IRS is properly
suspicious of arrangements that grant tax
deductibility if the private benefit outweighs
the benefits to the public.
Berkeley’s circa-1909 Sigma Phi Place, also
known as the Thorsen house (after its original

Convention ’04 in Ithaca!
The 2004 National Convention – the Society’s 173rd - is
scheduled for September 17-19, 2004. Sigs will gather “far
above Cayuga’s waters” in celebration of 177 years of the
Thrice Illustrious.
Blocks of rooms have been reserved at the Statler Hotel on
the Cornell campus (800-541-2501) and the Best Western
University Inn (607-272-1518) in Ithaca. The convention
co-chairs are Andrew D.Wolf C'02 (adw29@cornell.edu)
and Bryan J. Muldowney C'02 (bjm35@cornell.edu).
Additional details and a convention mailing will be provided
as the date approaches. Andrew or Bryan can answer any
questions in the interim.

owner), is listed on the
National Register of
Historic Places, a designation provided by the US
Department of the Interior.
Given the library grant rulings, the tax rules regarding
historic buildings, and the
historic significance of the
Sigma Phi Place in Berkeley, Dell Hutchinson, I’71
it was thought that we might
be able to receive IRS approval of tax
deductibility of contributions
for House restoration by arguing the concepts underlying the
library grant rulings and the
rules regarding tax deductions
for historic buildings.
Ultimately the Internal
Revenue Service agreed with
our approach, but imposed a
condition: we would need to
grant a façade easement sometimes called a conservation easement - to an organization dedicated to architectural
preservation.
The Easement – In the
fall of 2003, we completed
negotiations with the
California Preservation
Foundation (CPF) in San
Francisco to donate a conservation easement. Such an easement is a legal
promise made by the owner of land to maintain the building in its historically significant
manner. The easement is granted to a conservation group empowered by the easement to
enforce the promised maintenance. The easement is permanent, and runs with the land to a
buyer. Under its terms, we promised to use
our best efforts to maintain the exterior and
historically significant interior areas of the
House as they were originally built in 1909.
The Fundraising Campaign – Cyrus
Harmon, I’89, is leading the effort to raise the
estimated $3,000,000 restoration effort target.
Cyrus and Calfornia Alumni President David
Munroe, I’86, announced the Campaign at the
March 4 dinner in Berkeley. A generous
matching gift has been pledged by Sig stalwart
Barney Rocca, I’34.
What You Can Do – This is easy...
give!!! Pledges and gifts should be forwarded
to Treasurer Dan McNear, I’88.
(dan@mcnear.com, Dan McNear, P.O. Box
151380, San Rafael, CA 94915.) Please feel
free to direct any questions to Cyrus, Dave,
Dan or me. ■
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A Word from the Secretary
by Scott McCrae, V’82 (smccrae@together.net)
s I put pen to paper (or I should say
finger to keyboard?), I am glancing out
my window in South Burlington. It is
early spring here where the grass is just starting
to become green again and the first flowers of
the season are just poking up through the
ground to a new season of growth and rebirth.
Many of the birds have returned and are
already pairing up and making nests for another season.
In thinking about the current state of our
Society, I draw many parallels to spring and its
growth and rebirth. It is easy to understand
concerns about some of our chapters with the
closing of Lehigh, the loss of the Hamilton
house and the upcoming loss of the Union
house on Library Lane. However it is important to focus on what we do have and the
potential for growth and rebirth within the
Society.
Being a glass half-full type of person, I see
a potential Renaissance within Sigma Phi as
many of our chapters are experiencing great
success on many fronts. Currently, three of the
Chapters (Union, Virginia & Vermont) are in
various capital campaign stages. These fund
raising efforts will serve to strengthen their
respective Chapters by providing funds for
physical plant restoration as well as endowments. These campaigns also serve to “rally
the troops” and reactivate alumni participation
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and communication.
Although we just missed adding a new
chapter in North Carolina last year, the
Standing & Advisory Committee is actively
looking at expansion possibilities around the
country. At the last Executive Committee
meeting of the S&A, we identified a list of
institutions having Greek systems that would
meet our expansion criteria. This list was forwarded to Donald Beeson of Gilchrist Alumni
Management Associates, which provides
administrative support to Sigma Phi and other
Greek organizations around the country.
Donald and his team have access to information at colleges and universities throughout the
country and are helping us target the most
likely candidates for chapter expansion.
GAMA has already let us know about a small
liberal arts college called York College in
Pennsylvania. York has a number of local fraternities looking to affiliate with national
organizations. In addition, we are looking at
expansion possibilities at Penn State and its
technical school, the Pennsylvania College of
Technology. I will be traveling to those institutions soon on a fact-finding mission. Input
from interested alumni is most welcome.
In addition, we have seen growth and
rebirth among many of our Chapters.
Michigan comes immediately to mind. The
actives and caring alumni of Michigan have

come together to get the chapter healthy and
vigorous again. The chapter here in Vermont
is charging full speed ahead. Wisconsin,
Berkeley, and Virginia are all doing well with
Virginia set to start the physical restoration of
the house this summer. Union has a new, nonresidential house and will be settling in as you
read this. The S&A and the Delta’s Alumni are
working together with Hobart’s Dean of
Students in order to resolve issues at the Delta
for next fall. We are working on having a Sig
graduate student live in the house to help and
guide the actives. These signs of Sig progress along with the support of the S&A and Sig
alumni at large - should be the ticket to a
speedy recovery.
As my gaze goes out the window again
and I spy a robin wrestling with a worm, it
really is starting to feel like spring again. But
I’m convinced that the concept of season goes
far beyond climate. If you ask me, it’s a time
of rebirth in our Society, as well. Together, let’s
focus on the glass being half full: on our
potential for Sig growth and rebirth. We have
put some troubling times behind us and we’re
poised to be proactive in our endeavors ahead.
Sigma Phi is an enduring organization full of
strength, talent, and heart. We will continue
to weather the storms that bring us to the calm
of spring and the growth and rebirth of the
Thrice Illustrious. ■

From Where I Sit
by Alvar Soosar, S’96
lthough the idea behind this column is
usually a figurative location, I thought
that I would write this one from a more
literal point of view. You see, I’m sitting in a
train car coming back home to New Haven
from Philadelphia, where I’ve recently started
working during the week. It strikes me that,
on several different levels, a train is a good
metaphor for where Sigma Phi is headed.
For better or worse, Sigma Phi is more
often than not tarred with the same negative
brush as other fraternities. Those who truly
care – Sigma Phi or no – do draw distinctions
between us and poorly-behaved organizations,
but most do not. So we are faced with a dilemma: do we hitch our car to National
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Interfraternity Conference (NIC), which seems
to be moving towards fraternal standardization
on all levels, and force these standards (such as
minimum chapter size) down from above?
Since we are currently NIC members, if we
disagree with these standards, does that mean
that we jump from the train and run the risk
of falling under the wheels? Or should we hold
up the conductor and have him reverse the
train: at best, a temporary move?
One viable alternative as I see it is the
recent re-creation of the Small Fraternities’
Caucus, intended (as its name suggests) to
bring together those fraternities with 20 chapters or less. The Union Triad is in this group, as
is the Miami Triad (those fraternities founded

Second Dues Notice Enclosed!
The second dues notice of 2004 is enclosed. Please respond generously. It’s
your support, after all, which makes our Society go. Society initiatives of all
kinds – publications like this Flame, database management, chapter visits and
more – are made possible by your ongoing generosity towards Sigma Phi.

at Miami of Ohio,
nearly as old as the
Union group), and
several others.
Although this group is
small in comparison to
even one of the megaAlvar Soosar, S’96
fraternities, we face
many of the same issues: insurance questions,
lack of a full-time professional staff, and
frankly, lack of respect from large fraternities.
While we might have the combined
strength to derail the train, a more constructive
approach might be to build a whole new set of
tracks somewhere down the way, and hope to
guide the NIC down our path when the train
reaches that crossroads. Much like the chapters
of Sigma Phi banded together on issues like
the bylaws and insurance in Burlington two
years ago - emerging stronger and more
energized than ever – perhaps the individual
fraternities can band together to guide the
NIC back to a path of common sense…and
common cause. ■
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Union Brothers Kick Off Campaign for the Alpha
by Eric Sharfstein, U’93
t was a sad but not unexpected passing.
After many years of maneuvering, Union
College has taken possession of the Sigma
Phi Place at One Library Lane. At the
conclusion of this academic year, our undergraduate Brothers moved out of the building
permanently.
Most times, you and I can’t control
unfortunate events. But we can control our
responses to them. In our efforts to provide
for a strong, self-sufficient future for the
Alpha of New York, we have purchased 10
Union Avenue, a circa-1920s home located off
campus about 100 yards from The Place.
While our undergraduate Brothers will have
to live together in college housing starting this
fall, 10U (as we’ve come to call it) will serve as
the new Hall of the Alpha. It is there that we
will conduct the rituals we hold so dear and
create a conclave room that will serve Sigma
Phi in the years to come.
Beyond what it does for our rituals, our
new home at 10U will also serve as a valuable
asset during rush and pledging. We envision
further uses such as housing for a small number of Brothers, social space for our more formal occasions, and a hospitable nest for the
most weary of our Wandering Birds.
The cost of 10U was $97,000. It significantly depleted our endowment. Thanks to
the steady generosity of our alumni over the
years, however, we were able to pay cash and
avoid taking on any debt. What a tribute to
long term Sig loyalty!
We have already begun the task of turning 10U into our new home. Some wall and
ceilings work has been completed and we’ve
installed a fire and security system, but there
is so much work ahead. Among many other
projects, we need to paint the exterior, reinforce the front porch, create a new conclave
room, move and install such historical items
as the William Gibson Gilmour window and
the World War I plaque, excavate and finish
the basement, and purchase energy-efficient
windows, window treatments, furniture, and
lighting.
Sound like a lot of work? A lot of organizing? A world of expense? You bet. But we
are encouraged that it’s possible…and that
Sigma Phi will succeed. The primary reason
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10 Union Avenue

is that the cause of the Thrice Illustrious is
worth it. An important secondary reason is
that 31 Brothers spanning the classes of 1946
through 2000 have individually stepped up to
Campaign Committee responsibilities. Thirtyone Brothers! Their membership examples
and their leadership voices will serve to
motivate all of us.
Our goal for the year spanning March 4,
2004 – March 4, 2005 is to raise $150,000.
While the primary appeal will of course be
made to Union Sigs, we’re grateful for space in
the ‘Flame’ to approach all Sigs. Years ago,
the Society founded in Schenectady in 1827
reached out to you in the form of an invitation to membership. Today, that Society is
hoping that you’ll return the favor…and reach
out to the Alpha of Alphas. All contributions
that any Brother makes – small or large – will
be seen as a vote for Sigma Phi in the face of
adversity, and very gratefully received.
We see 10U as an extraordinary vehicle
for building Sigma Phi’s future. We know it

CAMPAIGN
FOR THE ALPHA

will become a place of rituals and rites of passage, a place for socializing and bonding. In
fact, we expect 10U to become a ‘Pepperbox
for the 21st Century.’ The new Sig home in
Schenectady will be a place of comfort and
growth for undergraduates, alumni and
pledges. It can be an embodiment of the
continuity and traditions of this Society.
At the Alpha of New York, we hope you share
this Sig vision and that we might call on you
for your personal support.
For further details, go on the web to
www.alphaofnewyork.org.
Direct your questions to Eric Sharfstein,
U’93, at 347-564-4899, or to his e-mail at
connect_eric@hotmail.com.
Your check can be made payable to
Sigma Phi Society and mailed to
Alumni Corporation Treasurer
Jed Kutzen, U’96, 36 East Wyoming
Avenue, Melrose, MA 02176.
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“Dear Bertha”
– or, A Sigma Phi Place By Any Other Name
by Mike Sussman, H’02
(The one-time Sigma Phi Place at Hamilton College acquired the nickname ‘Bertha’ in the early ‘90s. The nickname was chosen to reflect the powerful railroadmounted cannon in the First World War by that name. For Beta Sigs, calling the house ‘Bertha’ implies the power and the force that is Sigma Phi on campus.)

“

he house doesn’t make the Sig; the Sig
makes the house.” These words are
written on the back of a gift from
Chris Barton, H’87, to Randy Fields, H’81,
the Beta’s former cook and mentor to Sig
undergraduates in Clinton. At a time when
the Beta is nearly ten years removed from having had its own physical plant, those words
have never been more true.
I have never lived in the halls of the
Bertha, closed since 1995. For some time, I
could only dream of what lay hidden inside.
I was to some extent able to fulfill my dream
in the summer of 2003 when the College officially bought the house and Sigs were allowed
the opportunity to clean it out. I was struck
that the Scholar and Athlete, the wooden posts
to the staircase, the flame in the stained glass
door, the painted murals along the halls and in
the rooms, and many other artifacts emitted an
ethereal air that day.
As the symbols and relics of an age I never
knew were loaded on to a 22’ U-Haul truck
and taken to storage, I did not stand and wonder what the future would bring for our
beloved Bertha. Instead, I was deeply
impressed by the alumni who were on hand
that day. The idea that the house meant so
much to them that they would take time out
and pay their last respects was awesome. It really proved to me that Sigma Phi is more than
just a college association; seeing so many men
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The circa-1917 Hall of the Beta in Clinton

there brought home the reality that once a Sig,
always a Sig.
Sigs always knew that the Sigma Phi Place
was a prominent building; college officials concurred, deeming it untouchable as far as building on to it is concerned, saying the old house
is one of the few buildings on campus that still
possesses any character.
With all of that having been said, it’s my
strong view that the Bertha is just a building.
Before a Brother accuses me of blasphemy,
understand that the Sig house still is home to
the active Sigs; however, like the childhood
home we grew up in, we have had to move out
and move on to greater things. As a society on
the Hamilton campus, we have been forced to
adapt to the new circumstances that have been
placed before us. In many ways, we have

become untraditional, not only to our sister
chapters, but also to the other Greeks on campus. We are untraditional in the sense that we
don't hold typical parties. It’s pretty hard to
explain, but Sigma Phi on campus just has a
very secretive, mystical air to it. From talking
to alums, I’ve learned that it’s always been that
way.
Sigma Phi is not bound to a chapter
house. The spirit of Sig cannot be contained
within mere walls because it is bigger than any
man-made structure. You get that sense at our
March 4th dinners where you see active
brothers, Sig Sisters, older brothers and older
sisters, and the prospective Sig initiates who
are our guests. Like the railroad gun of old,
this Bertha – and our Society – are forces to
be reckoned with. ■

Sig Website: Help Us Stay in Touch!
You know that our Society has had its own website since 1997. You probably know
that your profile (name, address, phone, e-mail info) appears there. In our busy lives,
it’s worth under-scoring that it needs updating every time your vital statistics change.
If you’ve recently gotten a new street address, e-mail address, or phone number, go
to the website (www.sigmaphi.org) and update your profile information. Consult
the section called ‘Brothers Only’ and then “Account Administration.” When this key
info is up to date, it’s the second best form of communication with Sigma Phi.
The best form? You personally being on hand at a chapter, a banquet, or a
convention, of course!
Bertha’s carved doorway crest
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News of
INTEREST
Sam Schneider, U’90, writes to tell us that he has
just started a private practice providing counseling
services to adolescents and adults to supplement his
full time work as a school counselor in Newton,
MA. He can be reached at sasms@comcast.net.
Charles Wright, H’84, notes that it was great to
see all the Sigs at the Thursday Night Dinner on
November 13, 2003, in NYC!
News of the latest sojourn into print of W. Taylor
Ostrander Jr., W’29, is in the latest edition of the
Williams Alumni magazine. He is listed as a "contributor" to 1) International Financial History in the
20th Century, (German Historical Institute and
Cambridge University Press, 2003) and 2) Research
in the History of Economic Thought and Methodology
(JAI Press). (courtesy David Williams, W’61)
Our good friend Charlie Boswell, G’47, sent a late
winter greeting from Francestown, NH. Whereas
greater Boston, Cape Ann, Cape Cod and the
Islands picked up between 2 and 3 feet in the last
snowstorm of the season, “…we got away with
‘only’ 16 inches of the white stuff. However, Mt.
Sunapee received 33” and we shall be testing the
snows and our parabolic skis quickly. Esto
Perpetua.”
Steve Moore, V’41, passed along good news about
fall Swing in Burlington, saying that “I was pleased
to be called for the “Good Grad” speech at the
Alpha of Vermont initiation of five new brothers
last fall.”
Dick Simonds, V’49, has retired after 49 years in
the investment counseling business, and says he is
enjoying hobbies and church work that he didn’t
have time for in the past. He looks forward to hearing from Vermont or Michigan Sigs, and to that
end, had lunch with Hank Newnan, M’47, recently
in Vero Beach, FL.
Jim Cutler, V’56, notes that he sold Marine Electrical Technologies Companies and is now retired.
David Ullman M.D., V’76, reports that alongside
his responsibilities as chief of Anaesthesia at Nathan
Littauner Hospital in upstate NY, he is married
with three daughters: one in college and two in
high school. If that weren’t enough, Brother David
is a flight instructor in the midst of starting up a
flight school and charter operation out of Fulton
County Airport.
Pat Gallagher, V’84, has started his own NYCbased equity research boutique. Founded three
years ago, it is now a 10-person firm focusing on
the healthcare and industrial sectors of the economy. He has two children – Hans Thomas (4), and
Elisabeth (6) – and looks forward to hearing from
old Sig buddies.

Cedric E. Marsh, M’33, writes that he and his
wife, Jessie, have enjoyed retirement living for two
years and particularly enjoy not worrying about
snow removal, leaves, grass mowing, etc.
Jack Wiese M.D., M’41, notes that although he is
getting older each day, he is still active and enjoying
life. He fondly remembers all his friends at Ann
Arbor’s “ Red House on the Hill.”
Lew Towler M’47, recently moved back to Ann
Arbor after an absence of 50 years. Brother Lew is a
member of the Alumni Board of the Alpha of
Michigan and was recently appointed Chaplain for
the chapter.
Todd Campau, M’88, has been serving in the
U.S. Army Reserve for the past couple of years.
He returned from Iraq in October, and previously
had been in Afghanistan from November 2001 to
June 2002.
Joe Grossman, M’96, writes: “I'm living in
Brooklyn with my old roommate Jordan Shapiro
(once again). We're writing a new musical (see cosmosisproductions.com). So, my current address (at
least for a few more months, until this play is done)
is: 198 Hopkins St. Apt. B, Brooklyn, NY 11206”
E-mail: joe@joegrossman.com
Lucas Ortega, M’90, lives in NYC with his wife
Tammy, where he works freelance in legal service
while enjoying the lifestyle of a techno deejay.
Neil Hanlon, L’54, has retired to Virginia pursuing
a lifelong interest in the study of the Civil War.
Most recently he founded Sons of Union Veterans
in the Petersburg-Williamsburg area and is the
director of the Williamsburg Roundtable.
William F. Hamilton, L’67, announced that he
married the former Cynthia Semran of Chicago, IL
on May 16th, 2003.
Ron Ryder, L’70, writes in that “Mel, good to hear
of you in the last Flame. You and any brothers are
always welcome at my Bar: Bogart’s Oasis, 6585
126th Avenue N. Largo, FL. Give me the grip
and we’ll hoist some. BSL “Serge” Ryder”
Ram Chandra M.D., L’84, recently married and
has 3 children – 2 boys and a girl – and is presently
employed as a physician in a very busy family
practice and works in the emergency room weekly.
Kevin Crealese, L’89, and his wife Jennifer,
LSS’92, announce the birth of their son, Ryan, on
New Year’s Eve, 2002.
Edward Sanderson, C’22, also has family news,
announcing that he had a great-grandchild on
Thanksgiving Day. Otherwise, he is doing well in a
health care center, where he reads continuously.
Anthony Bryant, C’49, writes: “Still having fun
with Century Fence. We’ve made three acquisitions
in recent years and have a superb employee team of
younger players. Business continues to do well.”
Garrett Codrington, C’58, reports that he is
“enjoying good health and the good life in semiretirement” and that he has changed his main resi-

dence to 2 Brown Court, Chester, NJ, 07930.
Charles Sheldon, F’46, writes that “At almost
79, I’m still flying, kayaking, walking my Bassett
Hound and darned happy to wake up each
morning!”
James Gray, F’47, writes: “I’m the founding director of the Bay Area Writing and the California and
National Writing Projects. My vision for the
Writing Project can be traced from seminal experiences as a student in Miss Popham’s English class (!)
in Whitefish Bay through my own teaching career
that began as a seventh grade English teacher in
Watertown, Wisconsin in 1952. From there, I
went to the Bay Area where I honed my teaching
skills in San Leandro High School. In 1961, I
became a UC Berkeley English supervisor of credential students. The Bay Area Writing Project –
based on a steadfast belief that teachers need to
model ‘teachers-teaching-teachers’ and regularly
share their best practices for educating - became a
reality in 1973. As of 2002, there are 175 sites and
50 states as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.”
Leif Salvesen, F’60, advises that he retired at the
end of March after 32 years selling of Wrangler and
Red Kap apparel, first in the upper Midwest and
then in Texas for the last 20 years. “My wife & Sig
Sister, Nora, and I will now devote our full attention to traveling, taking courses, volunteer work,
theatre, opera, Democratic politics and reading.
Currently we live the Dallas area, but that may
change if in our travels we find a more attractive
retirement community south of the Mason Dixon
line.”
John K. Ballantine, I’42, wanted to remind us
about the monthly “First Thursday” lunches in the
Bay Area. “Sigs who may be in the San Francisco
Area on the first Thursday of the month are welcome to enjoy lunch at Schroeder’s Restaurant, 240
Front St, San Francisco. No reservations needed.
Ask for Sigma Phi, usually in the back room.” The
luncheon group takes a break in July and August,
but resumes in September.
Herb Towler, I’42, writes: “Greetings from
Alumni of the Alpha of California. For many years
a monthly luncheon has been held in San Francisco
[see note just above] by the ‘Sigs of the Golden
Gate.’ Last October, under the organization of
Bill Vosper, I’42, and others, over fifty Sigs and
their Sig Sisters attended a luncheon. Barney Rocca,
I’34, Bob Olson, I’38, and Lee Ham, I’38
represented the ‘Senior California Sigs,’ and
Carl Mehlhop, M’46, and Stan Wiggin, M’47,
represented our Eastern brothers, with good wishes
from Rudy Kempter, V’41, who sent a contribution
to our scholarship fund. “This gathering of the
‘fabulous forties’ received great response and
comments, such as ‘why haven’t we done this
before?’ and ‘let’s do it again next year.’ Those of
us who were privileged to attend are thankful to
Bill and his committee for arranging this gathering.
We encourage other chapters to ‘follow suit’ and
do the same.” Committee members include: Lee
Anderson, I’48, Jack Ballantino, I’42, Sandy Ross,
I’43, Rob Shaw, I’42, Dave Stewart, I’42, Jack
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News of INTEREST
Stewart, I’41, Herb Towler, I’42, and Bill Vosper,
I’42, Chairman.
Rich Glenn, Jr. I’49, advises with tongue-in-cheek
that he ‘flunked retirement’ in the spring of 2003.
“I am back doing stuff I did in the 1980s with
some success, notably forming special purpose
insurance companies primarily for offering malpractice insurance to distressed doctors. It’s
exhausting but satisfying.”

(Continued from Page 7)

Gerald Stratford, S’59, says that he retired in 2000
but remains busy on various boards. He is a founding board member and past president of Olympic
Club Foundation, supporting youth sports in the
SF Bay Area (over $1 million in grants in the past
decade), and is on the board of the Peninsula Golf

and Country Club as project oversight vice chairman for golf course renovation, and managed tennis facility renovations. He’s also a member of The
California Golf Writers Association, where he regularly publishes articles and essays, and is on the
board of the Society of California Pioneers.

Graham Anthony, S’83, writes in to say that
should any wandering birds find themselves in
Charlottesville, VA, to please call (434-989-5800),
and the local Sigs would be delighted to share some
Virginia Hospitality!
We’ve learned with no little envy that Mark
Bowers Jr., S’61, has retired to Pinehurst and is
living the “golfing life.”
“Unfortunately I was not able to get to Charlottesville for the Reunion and celebration of the Fiftieth
Anniversary,” writes John Connelly, S’54.
“However, we had a group weekend here in Florida
on 5-7 March (pictured at right), which was
extremely successful. Cal (S’54) and Dot Howard
hosted the event and we had several members of
the Class of 1954 (myself, Bill Poarch & Art
Salomon) along with Claude Kemper, S’56, Will
Stewart, S’56, Don Twiss, S’60, and Mike Jackson.
S’62. We had an event-filled weekend which of
course included the ladies.” John and Judy have
lived in Florida for the past two years at 8461
Legend Club Drive, West Palm Beach, 33412
e-mail JCONNVCA@aol.com
John Horner Davis IV, S’ 72, checks in with a
fun story: “Congratulations to the Alpha of
Virginia – we celebrated 50 years! Serpentine Club
hospitality is alive and well. My brother, Caldwell
Davis, S’79, and I put it to the test when we
arrived at the house last May unannounced at
11:00 pm wearing our family kilts, no less. The
brothers present, having discreetly satisfied themselves for better or worse we were legit, not only
took us along to “the Corner,” kilts and all, but
later convened a conclave – my first in 30 years
which was most impressive. Viva La EO!”
Michael Fox, S’64, reports that he married Lizann
Resse in Hawaii July 8, 2003.
Frank Maloney IV, S’78, “attended the first night
of the S-50 celebration and was thrilled by the large
number of wandering birds that returned to 163
Rugby Road. The spirit was still there!”
Joe Murray, S’69, writes that he is “a financial
planner here in Cincinnati where I have been living
with my wife Maureen for the past 17 years. I see
Charlie Townsend, S’68 and Lloyd Stamy, S’70
from time to time.”
In family-oriented news, Adam Richards, S’93,
reports that he and Susanne Atkins were married
May 3, 2003, and are living happily together in
Philadelphia, PA.

Florida Sig Celebrants (back row) - Will Stewart, Cal Howard, Liz Grizzard , Art Salomon, Don Twiss, John Connelly,
Bill Poarch, Mike Jackson; (seated) - Dot Howard, Pepper Jackson,Wendy Kemper and Claude Kemper

Unexpected Sig Moment
by Plinio Montalavan, M’88
ith so much going on in the world
and in our lives these days, it's
quite something when we stop for
just a moment and happen upon something
that brings back a memory or a smile. Such a
thing happened to me just recently.
As a real estate agent, I find
myself in and out of homes every
day. It’s what I do when I’ve
found homes which meet my
clients’ criteria. I spend most
of my time in a home helping
my clients identify certain
attributes of interest, whether
they be of value or of concern. In
so doing, I rarely have time to take more
than a passing notice of people's furnishings or
belongings, much less their photographs.
So it was quite a surprise when I walked
into a home in Washington DC and - as my
client was taking some notes - observed some
dated photographs on the walls. Perhaps my
love of black and white photography drew me
to the photos. But perhaps it was the men
assembled together, in fraternity-like poses,
that caught my attention. Or perhaps it was
the text at the bottom of one of the photos

W

that drew me in. The text read..."Sigma Phi."
Given the small, select group of men
across a small, select group of colleges that
can claim the fraternal bonds of the Sigma Phi,
I was awestruck by this collection of photographs…and the huge coincidence
value. I quickly looked down at
my listing page; there was the
name of the owner: Hastings
Keith.
A distant memory of that
name combined with a brief
memory of the chapter house at
907 Lincoln Street in Ann Arbor
brought a smile to my face…and
unexpected excitement to my heart.
After all these years, I know of few experiences
which bring back such happy thoughts as those
of the Alpha of Michigan and Sigma Phi. (My
Catalogue has subsequently refreshed me that
long time U.S. Congressman Hastings Keith
was initiated at Vermont in 1934.)
I still smile when I think that, on a chance
afternoon showing of Hastings Keith's home,
I “smelled some (Sig) roses” – recognizing
familiar-looking, posterity laden photographs
of the men of Sigma Phi on his walls. ■

